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DESCRIPTION

Suspended between minimalism and charm for the small details that create uniqueness, Rialto ideally recalls 
the idea of   a boat thanks to its essence base that - following an elliptical design - elegantly embraces the 
seat supported by metal legs with the same circular pattern. Its solid wood structure makes it more similar to 
traditional sofas, while metal legs
they give a nuance of modernity, for a final effect of a timeless classic. Particular the shape of its cushions 
that all remain at the same height as the armrests, for an overall effect of particular lightness and slenderness. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS

Typology
Linear sofa

Structure and padding
Wood covered in differential density polyurethane with dacron layers and fine velvet in nylon fibre. 
Seat cushions in differential-density polyurethane. Back cushions in 100% goose down.

External structure
Canaletto walnut veneered|Ash veneered

Legs (included in external structure)
Metal in MC chrome finish 
Painted metal in black finish

Cover
Completely removable cover in fabric, not removable cover structure in leather.

Stitch
Normal stitch, colors of sample book.
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220x102 divano 2 po sti / 2 seater sofa
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